Development of outdoor luminescence imaging
for drone-based PV array inspection
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Introduction

Experiment and Methodology

Regular inspections of PV installations are essential
to ensure the expected ROI.
The frequency of inspection and level of detail is

EL outdoors: InGaAs camera, sequences of
100 images (50 light and 50 dark) at 6 Hz with 20
ms exposure time system.

often limited by manpower and cost.
Drone-based automatic inspection will lower the
prices, increase quality and speed of large PV power
plant QA checks.

(a) Basic trigger circuit that synchronizes the imaging and forward bias from
a DC power supply;
(b) The PWM waveforms driven by
the Arduino logic controller.

Silicon emission peak compared with:
• AM 1.5 sun spectrum;

The drone-based inspection tool will combine several techniques such as, infrared (IR), electroluminescence (EL), photoluminescence (PL) and visual imaging.

• CCD and InGaAs camera QE;
• Band-pass filter transmission.

Photoluminescence

Electroluminescence

PL indoors: Laser diode,
800nm. Long exposure times
were required (700 ms).

EL imaging during the night is comparable
to indoors EL imaging, where normally there
is no significant ambient light noise levels.
During the day such images are surrounded by high, and very often variable, light
noise levels, primarily from the sunlight itself.
Indoors
EL
image of mechanically stressed PV
module, showing
cracks and disconnected cell areas.

Measurement modeling:

• S - PL signal;
• D - Distance from sample;
• Poptical - Optical power;
• A - Area;

(a) EL images under different sun irradiation
levels. POA: 117.6, 332.3, 467.8, and 714.5 W/m2
respectively;

• τ - Exposure time;
• ηPL (λLight ) - PL quantum yield;
• ρCamera(λPL) - Camera acquisition factor.

(b) Sum of pixel values of dark and light images,
correspondent to EL image above;

Correlation of the relevant variables of the system:
• Laser line scan approach: 71 W/m at 3 m, full size
2

module 20 ms exposure time.

Conclusions
EL imaging high sun intensity:
- Higher inspection freedom;
- Possibility of simultaneous IR and EL.
PL indoor measurement parameters:
- Measurement modeling for the light source development.

Averaged and subtracted EL pictures of a solar panel acquired outdoors under 300
W/m2 sun illumination.

Outlook
- Forward bias and camera triggering via wireless
communication;
- Improving of automated imaging processing, without increasing flight time;
- Controllable test bed with a moving camera for
video acquisition analysis.

(c) Time series of light and dark images: Variations of light intensity during the acquisition of the
sequence of images.
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